Our systematic weeding for nursing really works! We owned nearly 80% of the books on the AJN Book of the Year List before the list was published.

Collection Highlights
We currently have 9 different NCLEX review books.

NCLEX-PN practice questions exam cram. RT62 .R56 2012

Lippincott's Q&A review for NCLEX-RN RT55 .M29 2011

Saunders comprehensive review for the NCLEX-RN examination RT55 .S28 2011

Putting Links on Blackboard
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Michelle is Back!
Mom, Dad and Baby Edith are all happy and healthy.

This summer I plan on working a lot on online materials for the RN-BS Online program.

Want online library instructional pieces for your course? Let me know.

DATABASE HIGHLIGHT

ProQuest Nursing & Allied Health

All of the ProQuest databases have gotten a new look.

Nice Features for Nursing:
- Simple MeSH Searching
- Age Limiters

Evidence Based Resources from Joanna Briggs Institute
- Systematic Reviews
- Evidence Summaries
- Best Practice Information Sheets